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The 2015 political transition in Sri Lanka brought with it an opportunity for far reaching constitutional reform. Within months of coming into power, the new coalition government led by President Sirisena passed the 19th amendment to the constitution, which was to fulfil – in part – the election manifesto of restoring good governance. The 19th Amendment reduced some of the powers of the Executive President, reduced the terms of both the President and Parliament to five years, established a better balance between the Executive and the Legislature, established an independent process for appointments to the independent commissions and the courts, and added a right to information to the Bill of Rights. In March 2016, Parliament established itself as a Constitutional Assembly to draft a new constitution for Sri Lanka. A Public Representations Committee (PRC) held extensive consultations throughout the country and produced a report based on these consultations. Among the issues of contention are the electoral system, the strengthening of independent institutions, judicial review of legislation, the inclusion of socio-economic rights, the establishment of a new Constitutional Court, and abolishing or modifying of the Executive Presidency. Since then the process of constitutional reform has been fraught with difficulties. Apart from political infighting and disagreements within the new coalition government, critics argue that public participation and transparency are lacking. Today, the reform process appears to have reached a stalemate. This seminar will provide insights on the context and political challenges that shape the ongoing constitutional reform process in Sri Lanka, and on the prospects and options for moving forward.
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